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ABSTRACT: The surface effect on the photodetection of
metal oxide nanostructures acting as a double-edged sword
achieves ultrahigh photogain but unavoidably prolongs the
response time due to slow oxygen adsorption/desorption
processes. In this study, we break the compromise to enhance
the UV photogain by 3 orders of magnitude as well as increase
the photoresponse speed by 5 times via incorporating open-
circuit p−n nanoscale heterojunctions (NHJs) by forming
single-crystalline p-NiO nanoparticles on n-ZnO nanowires.
This is because the formation of NHJs enhances surface band
bending of ZnO nanowires, improving the spatial separation
efficiency of photogenerated electrons and holes, and
passivates the ZnO surfaces by minimizing the interaction of
photocarriers with chemisorbed oxygen molecules. The concept using NHJs explores a new pathway toward ultrafast and
supersensitive photodetection.
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With pronounced surface effects (i.e., oxygen adsorption/
desorption) originating from the high surface-to-volume

ratio, one-dimensional metal oxide nanostructures exhibit a
superior sensitivity to light/chemical molecules, as compared to
their thin film counterpart.1,2 For example, the surface band
bending (SBB) (∼1.54 eV) for ZnO nanowires (NWs) arising
from the pronounced surface effect could lead to a photogain as
high as 108 due to the spatial separation of photogenerated
electrons and holes in the ZnO NW.3−5 Much effort has been
dedicated to further boost the photoresponse of metal oxide
NW photodetectors (PDs). Chen et al. have reported the
photoconductive enhancement of ZnO NWs through the
localized Schottky junction between the decorated Au nano-
particles (NPs) and the NWs.6 A low dark-current ultrasensitive
ZnO wire PD through piezopotential modulation has been
demonstrated, and its physical mechanism is explained by
considering both the piezopotential effect and the photon-
generated free charge screening effect.7 Recently the piezo-
phototronic effect has also enhanced the performance of
optoelectronic devices based on wurtzite materials such as GaN
nanobelt (NB) PDs8 and high-resolution imaging p-GaN/n-
ZnO NW array LED pressure/strain sensors.9 Moreover, it is
also of great interest to improve the long response time of ZnO
NW PDs caused by the nature of the slow photocarrier

relaxation behavior due to oxygen adsorption/desorption
processes.10 It was reported that using the NB network can
significantly improve the relaxation time of nanostructured
ZnO PDs due to the existence of the NB−NB junction
barriers.11 Briefly, the surface effects act as a double-edged
sword that unavoidably prolongs the response time due to slow
oxygen adsorption/desorption processes even though a high
photogain is achieved. Several compromise-breaking ap-
proaches for enhancing the responsivity as well as reducing
the response time have been reported, including an
introduction of Schottky junction,12 polymer surface function-
alizations,13 employment of binary ZnS/ZnO biaxial nano-
belts,14 and the use of metallic core−oxide shell geometry with
radial Schottky barriers.15

In this study, we demonstrate that p-type single-crystalline
NiO NP decoration by Ni deposition and thermal oxidation at
600 °C at the surfaces of n-type ZnO NWs enhances UV
photogain of a PD to ∼2.8 × 108, which is 3 orders of
magnitude higher than that of pristine ZnO NWs. This is due
to the formation of open-circuit p−n nanoscale heterojunctions
(NHJs) at the surface of ZnO NWs, which enhances the SBB
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and improves the spatial separation efficiency of photo-
generated electrons and holes. The upward band bending can
be confirmed by the observation of a threshold gate voltage
(Vth) shift (from −14.7 V to −6.2 V) from the field-effect
transistor (FET) measurement. Moreover, the formation of
open-circuit NHJs at ZnO surfaces improves the recovery time
of ZnO NWs from 657.4 s to 133.5 s by minimizing the
interaction of photocarriers with oxygen molecules through
surface passivation. This study demonstrates an effective way to
meliorate the performance of nanostructured devices via surface
engineering.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It has been proven that tailor-made ZnO NWs such as NP-
decorated NWs,6 NB networks,11 and radial NWs15 further
enhance the UV photodetection properties of pristine ZnO
NWs. In this study, p-NiO NPs were decorated on n-ZnO
NWs in order to form multiple p−n NHJs that can maximize
the functionalized surface, improve the charge transfer, and
tune the UV photodetection range. We first synthesized n-ZnO
NWs by using a mixture of ZnO:C powders in a furnace at 930
°C. Then, the NWs were decorated with p-NiO NPs
synthesized by thermal oxidation of 1-nm-thick Ni thin films
in a furnace at 600 °C in an oxygen environment. Finally, the
electrode contacts (Ti/Au) were defined by e-beam lithography
on SiO2/Si substrates.
First, the as-fabricated nanostructures were inspected by

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) to study the
geometrical and morphological characteristics. Figure 1a shows
the SEM image of the NP-decorated ZnO NWs. The coverage
ratio of randomly distributed NPs is ∼70% without forming a
continuous electrical path along the NW. A TEM image of an
NP-decorated NW (Figure 1b) and the corresponding

selective-area electron diffraction pattern (the inset in Figure
1b) indicate that the single-crystalline ZnO NWs are of wurtzite
structure and grow along the c-axis.16 The diameter of the NPs
is 10 ± 5 nm, estimated from Figure 1b,c. Furthermore, Figure
1b and c indicate that NPs are single crystalline. The rough
ZnO surface after NiO NP formation suggests that the Ni NPs
might penetrate the surface of the ZnO NW to form NiO NPs
by a thermal oxidation at 600 °C. An HRTEM image of an NP
is presented in Figure 1d. According to fast Fourier
transformation pattern and measured d-spacing,17 the NP can
be designated as NiO with face-centered-cubic structure.
The current−voltage (I−V) characteristics under dark and

365 nm illumination of the pristine ZnO NW before and after
NiO NPs decoration are shown in Figure 2a. Both the pristine

ZnO NW and NiO NP-decorated ZnO NW exhibit an increase
in current upon exposure to UV light. The net photocurrent−
voltage (ΔI−V) characteristics of the pristine ZnO NW and the
ZnO NW with NHJs by NiO NP decoration under 365 nm UV
illumination are shown in Figure 2b, where the net photo-
current (ΔI) is the difference between the photocurrent (Iphoto)
and dark current (Idark). As compared to pristine ZnO NWs,
NiO NP-decorated ZnO NWs lead to an impressive photo-
current to dark current ratio of 37 100 with an astonishing
enhancement factor of 2300 due to the formation of p-NiO/n-
ZnO NHJs.
To fairly compare to ZnO with NHJs formed at 600 °C, the

pristine ZnO with Ti/Au contacts was annealed at 600 °C for a

Figure 1. (a) SEM image of the NiO NP-decorated ZnO NW. (b)
Low-magnification TEM image of a ZnO NW. The dashed circles
indicate NiO NPs at the surface, and the inset shows the
corresponding electron diffraction pattern of the ZnO NW taken
along the [21̅1 ̅0] zone axis. (c) HRTEM image of the interface
between the NiO NPs and ZnO NWs. (d) Magnified HRTEM image
of the NiO NP on the ZnO NW surface in (c). The inset in (d) is the
corresponding fast Fourier transformation pattern.

Figure 2. (a) Current−voltage (I−V) characteristics measured in the
dark and under 365 nm illumination of 3.14 W/m2 at room
temperature and (b) net photocurrent−voltage (ΔI−V) characteristics
of the ZnO NW before (ZnO) and after NiO NP decoration (NiO/
ZnO). (Net photocurrent (ΔI) = photocurrent (Iphoto) − dark current
(Idark).)
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very short time before performing the measurements. As shown
in the I−V curves depicted in Figure 2a, a slight decrease in the
dark current is observed after forming the NiO NPs at the ZnO
surfaces by annealing at 600 °C, indicating that the formation
of open-circuit NHJs at the surface of ZnO depletes the ZnO.
We note that by annealing at 300 °C the electrical properties of
Ti/ZnO would be improved due to formation of Ti−O phases
and accumulation of oxygen vacancies at the ZnO.18 However,
by annealing at temperatures higher than 500 °C, the contact
resistance would increase due to the degradation of the
interface and the formation of voids.19

Considering the feature size of ZnO NW PDs, the
photoresponse can be quantitatively described by the photo-
gain, which is a critical parameter for determining the collection
efficiency of photogenerated carriers under illumination. The
photogain (G) can be obtained by5
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where q is the electron charge, hν is the photon energy of
incident light, P is the total excitation power absorbed by the
NW (P = Iex × d × l, where Iex is the excitation intensity, l and d
are the length and the width of the NW, respectively), and η is
the quantum efficiency (for simplicity, η = 1). As shown in
Figure 3a, the photogain spectra of pristine NWs and NWs with
NHJs under different bias conditions exhibit a ramp in the UV
region due to the remarkable UV absorption of ZnO NWs
(band gap ∼3.30 eV) and NiO NPs (band gap ∼3.89 eV). The
band gap of NiO NPs was measured and is discussed in the
Supporting Information. The photogain is increased with
applied bias, and the photogain becomes saturated as the
applied bias is increased to 10 V for both pristine NWs and
NWs with NHJs, indicating the formation of a saturated
depletion of a single NW between two electrodes.20 The ZnO
NW with NHJs shows an ultrahigh photogain peak of ∼2.8 ×
108 at 330 nm UV illumination and 10 V.
The origin of ultrahigh photogain via forming NHJs by

incorporating NiO NPs at the surface of ZnO is stated below.
We first start with bare ZnO NWs. As shown in Figure 3b,
oxygen molecules acting as electron acceptors tend to
chemisorb at the surface by capturing free electrons from
pristine ZnO (O2(g) + e− →O2

−
(ad)), which redistributes the

spatial density of the carriers and thus forms the space charge
region and the band bending near the surfaces.3,21 Under UV
illumination, photogenerated holes tend to drift to the surface
through the electric field built by the surface effect, thereby
decreasing the electron−hole recombination possibility.
Through oxygen desorption by the neutralization of trapped
holes and charged oxygen molecules at the surfaces (O2

−
(ad) +

h+ → O2(g)), the lifetime of the electrons is further prolonged.
The electron−hole separation effect induced by the surface
electric field explains the high photogain of a single ZnO NW
PD. The mechanism of the photocurrent enhancement by
open-circuit NHJs via NiO NP decoration can be elucidated as
follows. By joining p-type NiO NPs at the surface of n-type
ZnO NWs, many open-circuit nanoscale p−n junctions are
formed between NiO NPs and ZnO NWs. Since the Fermi
energy must be equal in both p-type NiO and n-type ZnO in
thermal equilibrium, an electric field forms between the positive
ion cores in the n-type ZnO NWs and negative ion cores in p-
type NiO NPs, which results in the upward band bending from
ZnO to NiO. This NHJ would increase the width and the

height of the SBB region, which would facilitate photo-
generated carrier sweeping in the ZnO NWs. As compared with
the pristine ZnO NW PDs, the spatial electron−hole separation
effect is pronounced and the recombination rate of electrons
and holes under UV illumination is further reduced for a NiO
NP-decorated ZnO NW PD, giving rise to a prolonged electron
lifetime. Accordingly, the remaining photogenerated electrons
in the NW core contribute to the increase of the photocurrent.
Moreover, we note that it is difficult to estimate the actual
surface electric field of ZnO NWs after incorporating NiO NPs
since the charge distribution for p-type NPs at the nanoscale
might be different from that of a typical semiconductor model.
A quantitative understanding of the NHJ will be needed to
further increase the device efficiencies and functionalities for
facilitating broad applications in NW-based electronics and
optoelectronics.
Since ZnO is naturally an n-type wide-band-gap semi-

conductor, growing stable and reproducible p-type ZnO is

Figure 3. (a) Photogain spectra of pristine ZnO NWs and ZnO NWs
with NHJs at biases of 1, 5, and 10 V. (b) Schematics of the SBB
caused by oxygen chemisorption for pristine NWs and NWs with
NHJs. (c) FET transfer characteristics of the pristine ZnO NWs and
the ZnO NWs with NHJs at Vds = 1 V. The inset in (c) is a SEM
image of the ZnO NW FET with a diameter of 160 nm and an active
length of 4.3 μm.
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difficult. Regardless of difficulty, stability, and reproducibility,
UV photodiodes based on a p-Mg0.2Zn0.8O/n-ZnO junction
have been achieved with a considerable wide response range
but low responsivity (∼10−4 A/W) caused by a high density of
defects.22 As an alternative to p-type ZnO, a variety of p-type
materials have been combined with ZnO to form p−n
heterojunctions. p-Si,23 p-Cu2O,

24 p-CdTe,25 and p-HgTe26

with a narrow band gap would block the UV absorption of
ZnO, sacrificing visible-blind photodetection characteristics of
ZnO. Moreover, p-6H-SiC,27 p-4H-SiC,28 and p-GaN29 have
similar wurtzite crystal structures, low lattice mismatch to ZnO
(4%, 5%, and 1.8%, respectively), wide band gap (2.9 eV, 3.2,
and 3.4 eV, respectively), and type-II energy band alignment
with n-ZnO. However, conduction and valence band offset
between ZnO and these p-type materials are low, theoretically
leading to thinner space charge regions with lower SBB.
Alternatively, NiO is a p-type semiconductor with a wider band
gap of 3.7 eV and low lattice mismatch with ZnO (∼9%) and
forms a type-II energy band alignment with large conduction
and valence band offset with n-ZnO.30 Altogether this makes p-
NiO a perfect candidate to functionalize the n-ZnO surface by
forming NHJs to enhance the SBB of ZnO NWs for high
photogain and improved photoresponse.
As shown in Figure 3c, we also have measured the drain

current−gate voltage (Ids−Vgs) characteristics of the ZnO NW
with and without NiO NPs to have a direct comparison of the
FET characteristics with the SBB model proposed in Figure 3b.
The Ids−Vgs curves yield threshold voltages (Vth) of −14.7 and
−6.2 V for the pristine NW and the NiO NP-decorated ZnO
NW, respectively, indicating the ZnO NW FET under the
different surface conditions is always in normal on-type
depletion-mode. Note that the Vth is defined as the gate
voltage obtained by extrapolating the linear portion of the Ids−
Vgs characteristics from the point of maximum slope to zero
drain current, in which the point of maximum slope is the point
where the transconductance (gm = dIds/dVgs) is maximal. This
result also suggests that the FET property, e.g., Vth, is tunable
through modulation of surface effects. Additionally, assuming
that the NW is a cylinder on an infinite metal plate,21 the carrier
concentration (ne) of the NW can be obtained by

π= | − |n V V C q r L/e gs th g
2

(2)

where the capacitance (Cg) per unit length is 2πε0ε(SiO2)L/
cosh−1((h + r)/r)) (where εSiO2 is the dielectric constant of the
SiO2 (3.9), ε0 is the permittivity of free space, and h is the oxide
layer thickness), r is the NW radius, and L is the channel length.
The results indicate that the carrier concentration after the
formation of NHJs is decreased from 6.83 × 1017 cm−3 to 2.88
× 1017 cm−3 at Vgs = 0 V, implying that NiO NP-decorated
ZnO NWs have a tight open conducting channel, which is
consistent with the SBB model proposed in Figure 3b.
The time-resolved photocurrent measurements were per-

formed by switching on and off the 365 nm illumination of 3.14
W/m2, as shown in Figure 4a. The photocurrents of both
pristine and NiO NP-decorated NWs are rapidly elevated and
gradually saturated under steady illumination and then slowly
descend as the illumination is switched off. It is known that the
fast photocurrent rise after turning on the UV light results from
rapid photogenerated carriers, and the slow photocurrent decay
after switching the UV light off is governed by the slow surface-
related process, i.e., the slow rechemisorption rate of oxygen
molecules (O2(g) + e− → O2

−
(ad)).

3,31,32 To quantify the

photocurrent decay, the normalized relaxation dynamics of
pristine and NiO NP-decorated NW PDs is fitted by second-
order exponential decay functions, I = I0 + A1 e

(t/τ1) + A2 e
(t/τ2),

where I0 is the ultimate dark current after the photorelaxation
process, A1 and A2 are weighing factors that quantify the
relative contribution of each mechanism, and τ1 and τ2 are time
constants. By choosing, τ1 < τ2, τ1 (τ2) is the shorter (longer)
time constant corresponding to the faster (slower) process,
which is ascribed to a bulk (surface) dominated process.
Therefore, 1/τ2 and 1/τ1 are related to the surface oxygen
readsorption rate and the bulk recombination rate. It should be
noted that both processes occur at the same time. The fitting
results are depicted in Figure 4b and c, respectively. In the
analysis, t = 0 was set as the time the illumination is switched
off. Note that the photocurrent reaches a steady state under the
365 nm illumination before switching off. The photorelaxation
time constants (τ1 = 197.4 s and τ2 = 1319.4 s) for the pristine
NW can be extracted with relative weight factors of 59% and
41%, respectively, while the two photorelaxation time constants
for the NiO NP-decorated NW are τ1 = 47.2 s and τ2 = 234.9 s
with relative weight factors of 54% and 46%, respectively. An
effective recovery time (τeff = A1τ1 + A2τ2) of 133.5 s for the
NiO NP-decorated NW is nearly 5 times shorter than that of
the pristine one (657.4 s). The results reveal that the formation
of NHJs at ZnO surfaces by employing NiO NPs improves the
relaxation dynamics of ZnO NW by minimizing the interaction
of photocarriers with oxygen molecules due to surface
passivation.25,33,34

■ CONCLUSION
In summary, we demonstrated that the decoration of p-type
NiO NPs on n-type ZnO NWs can greatly improve the

Figure 4. (a) Time-resolved photocurrents of the pristine ZnO NW
and the ZnO NW with NHJs at a bias of 1 V under the 365 nm
illumination of 3.14 W/m2. Experimental curves (blue and red) and
fitted curves (green) for the recovery behavior of the normalized
currents: (b) pristine ZnO NW and (c) ZnO NW with NHJs.
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photogain in the UV regions. The improved photogain is up to
∼2.8 × 108, which is 3 orders of magnitude higher than that of
the pristine ZnO NWs. The underlying mechanism is ascribed
to the formation of p−n NHJs at the surface of ZnO NWs with
a coverage ratio of ∼70%, which enhances the spatial separation
efficiency of photogenerated electrons and holes by increasing
the width and height of the SBB region. Enhanced SBB via
incorporating NHJs is confirmed by the observation of a Vth
shift (from −14.7 V to −6.2 V) of ZnO NW FETs after NiO
NP decoration at the surface of ZnO NWs. Furthermore, the
formation of NiO NPs at the ZnO surface improves the
recovery time of the ZnO NW from 657.4 s to 133.5 s by
minimizing the interaction of photocarriers with oxygen
molecules via surface passivation. Our study provides the
strategies for optimizing the performance of NW-based optical
devices through surface engineering.

■ METHODS
ZnO NWs were prepared by heating the mixed ZnO and C
powders (6.6 g:3.3 g) in a furnace at 930 °C for 1 h using the
vapor−liquid−solid method.35 Si substrates with 2-nm-thick Au
as the metal catalyst were placed 5−10 cm near the source.
NWs were then transferred to insulating SiO2/Si substrates.
NWs were adhered to the substrate by van der Waals force. For
device fabrication, Ti/Au (60/40 nm) electrodes were
patterned by an e-beam lithography process and deposited by
an electron gun evaporator. For the formation of the p-NiO
NPs, 1-nm-thick Ni was deposited by electron gun evaporation
and further oxidized by annealing at 600 °C with 200 sccm O2
(99.99%) and 100 sccm N2 (99.99%) flows.36 Microstructure
analysis of the as-synthesized NiO NP-decorated ZnO NW was
carried out with SEM (JEOL JSM-6700F) and HRTEM (JEOL
2100F with Cs corrector). The photoconduction characteristics
were examined with a Keithley 4200 SC semiconductor
parameter analyzer in the air at room temperature. The
illumination source was a halogen lamp coupled to an SP
CM110 monochromator.
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